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SE: There has been much conjecture on the meaning of dates of spiritual importance, that they
represent a mass ascension of some sort. When these days pass and nothing appears to be
different, the sceptics roar with laughter and the spiritualists who promoted such a heavenly future
have to back peddle - fast. This dialogue is designed to put both the sceptic and the spiritualist's
minds in receipt of the truth.
In essence mankind has been ascending through the lower frequencies of the physical universe for
40-50 years. This has been, and is currently, a gradual and sustainable rise. Dates identifying a
notable change in frequency are in danger of creating negativity due to their inability to deliver
instantaneous and substantial "proof" to both the sceptic and the spiritualist.
Dates used by spiritualists are generated by information received from energetic helpers that are
misinterpreted as being a date for a specific event. With the ascension of the human race however,
the journey up the frequencies needs to be gradual, sustainable and repeatable on a regular basis.
This method is preferred to the sudden "cliff face" rise that spiritualists expect because set backs can
be absorbed and do not affect the overall progression upwards. A cliff face ascension, although
highly desirable to awakening mankind, is just as likely to happen in a downwards fashion when set
backs are experienced, and would severely affect the confidence of the human race in totality.
Dates should therefore be considered as a milestone in the ascension process, where mankind is
expected to reach a certain level of progression rather than a sudden shift upwards. In this way
mankind can be subject to minor set backs whilst still sustaining an overall upward progression
through the frequencies.
Proof of a gradual ascension can be observed quite freely by the eagle eyed amongst you. The
proof is the rise in the number of individuals becoming interested in "things of the spirit" and others
becoming more "aware" of the greater reality, gaining contact with, or perceiving, those entities who
operate in the energetic frequencies close to those of the physical and beyond. Other more physical
proof can be seen in the rapid rise in the churn of new technology as "semi aware" individuals
receive inspiration from the cosmic knowledge that they are now in contact with, on an unconscious
basis, delivering to the physical world that which has been offered to them by spirit – the energetic.
As mankind ascends higher and higher, more and more energetic functions will be available to those
who are ready to renounce the physical and embrace the greater reality of the energetic, opening
the door to existence in a higher frequential state. Although they will appear to disappear from
physical perception of the human eye, they will be able through training, to dip into the lower
frequency aspect of the physical to interface with those who have not joined the ascension process,
without detriment to themselves through creating an area of locally high frequency around them,
protecting them from the effects of interfacing with the lower frequencies and the intoxicating
attraction to physical sensation.
The date 21/12/2012 is one such milestone along the road to ascension that is gradually rising. It will
not product a sudden change but it will acknowledge the hard work of the light worker. As mankind
continues to ascend, it will start to experience a geometric progression up the frequencies, with more
and more personal energetic functions becoming available, faster and faster, each building upon the
previous, not in the function of a cliff edge, but in a robust and sustainable way, guaranteeing
mankind's heritage amongst the higher frequencies and communion with its creator – its "Source"
Entity.
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